1

CONFIDENTIALITY

DON'T
P.I. separately sign as individual
Require written agreements with employees
Mix confidential information with case
reports/research results in one definition
All information provided by sponsor

Sponsor refuses to mark

The Agreement Itself
No Time Limit
Omit Carve-outs A, B, C, D

Subject bound by confidentiality; Informed
Consent is confidential

DO
University sign, terms supercede
Employees are "bound", "similarly bound"
Distinct from case reports/research
"Identified as such", " marked as such or reduced
to writing within 30 days of oral disclosure" (See
' Reader, pp. 15-19).
"Reasonable person would conclude is proprietary
and confidential property of Sponsor"
Define as "proprietary", "trade secret", and
"privileged" (legal definition requires markin g)
Attachments, such as Protocol, Budget, or
Investigator's Brochure (See Reader, pp. 20-23)
Prefer 7-year time limit. OK with no time limit if
very narrow definition
Standard Carve-outs
A. Prior known
B. Lawfully from third party (to the best of its
knowledge)
C. Comes into public domain
D. Legally required court proceeding
E. Independently developed
F. Need to be released to treat a subject.
,I

OWNERSHIP OF RESULTS
Note: Property Law Governs; data or ideas cannot be owned; it is the tangible expression
that is owned (See Reader, pp. 15-19)

DON'T
All Data or information generated

Sponsor owns Copyright, ideas, know-how
Preclude use by University

Limits on use of specimens, biological material
Sponsor owns raw data, restrict use of raw data to
internal, non-commercial research
If agreement terms might imply otherwise

DO
Completed Case Report Forms (CRF)
Deliverables required under the Protocol
Compilation of Data as expressed in CRFs
Define "Clinical Trial Results"
Limit to above (CRF, Clinical Trial Results)
Right to use the CRFs/Clinical Trial Results to
Prepare Publications
Optional to include use in future university
research and education (not necessary if narrow
definition)
Specimens delivered to sponsor
Access to raw data for FDA inspection/
monitoring; no restrictions on future use
Affirmative statement of University ownership &
unrestricted use of raw data

Source Documents:
University Regulation No. 4, Special Services to Individuals and Organizations, Section
II. 5 ("Notebooks and other original records of the research are the property of the
University.")
·
http://www.ucop.edu/raohome/cgmanual/chap01.html#1-320
Contract and Grant Manual, Section 1-400, Publication Policy and Guidelines on Rights
to Results of Extramural Projects or Programs
http://www.ucop.edu/raohome/cgmanual/chap01.html#1-400
Intellectual Property and Data Restrictions in NIH Agreements
http://patron.ucop.edu/ottmemos/docs/ott99-05.html

I.P. RIGHTS/PATENT RIGHTS ·INVENTIONS
See OTT Memo 96-3 at http://patron.ucop.edu/ottmemos/docs/ott96-03.html
DON'T
DO
No nexus between rights and project
All inventions "during period of the agreement"
"Arising from" or "Resulting from" trial
Conceived or reduced to practice

Rights to "kitchen sink": know-how, trade
secrets, ideas, etc.

Irrevocably grants, hereby grants, clinical trial
agreement becomes a license*
Option to acquire, no mention of terms such as
diligence
Right to sub-license under non-exclusive

Royalty rate based on respective contribution.
Unlimited option period; no time frame

Silence on patent costs
Prosecute patent; grant of power of attorney to
sponsor

In the performance of the trial
During the conduct (or performance) of the trial
Inventions that necessarily incorporates study
drug, including new use, dosage.
Made in direct performance; Made in
performance less preferable, though great if adds
"that necessarily incorporates" study drug;
Conceived in performance not preferable, but can
be done (see Lilly) Note - this last option must be
used carefully and only with other limitations,
such as: limiting to conceptions UC is aware of in
a reasonable time frame, e.g., during the trial (this
prevents a reach to conceptions UC becomes
aware of at some future time); a time limit on the
option to negotiate is critical; may want to address
future reduction to practice.
Limit to patentable inventions, patentable
discoveries; sometimes omitting the kitchen sink
and leaving the word "inventions" will work;
could try inserting the words "that could be
claimed in a patent application" at the end of the
"kitchen sink."; always delete "data" and "know
how"
Time-limited right to negotiate a license
Option to Negotiate (need not outline terms, as
long as context makes clear that will have terms)
Under non-exclusive, sub-license sponsor's
subsidiaries, not affiliates. (A broad right to
sublicense under a non-exclusive puts them in
direct competition with UC in finding licensees)
Royalty based on respective intellectual
contribution is OK
Reference to "time-limited" OK; Better to spell
out. Maximum 180 days total
"Election": 30/60 days preferred; 90 max
"Negotiation": 90 to 120 days
Prefer: specify duty to reimburse patent expenses
Advise/consult on, but not control. (Note, only
General Counsel can permit others to control)

*Contract and Grant Officers do not have a delegation of authority to enter into
license agreements

